PGP-13
YEARBOOK
Landing up, as we did, in the middle of nowhere, to be confronted by vague buildings with no signs of approaches and other infrastructures! to be faced with cocktail parties in classes, and Summer Project parties outside, these last two years seem to have passed by too soon, with too much happening in between.

We shall remember that brave band of men and women who faced the challenge of instilling some academic inputs into us; Bappa/Khande/Sahid and their Seminars, Prof. B. Sarkar especially during production cases, Ruby & Nicky who gave us the word according to Kotter, Kiran Bothra who interpreted it in his own unique style, P. K. Sen and Fera, B. Mohanty and late night MCS cases, Chitta Mitra and his courses which seemed to be permutations of three letters — A, M & R, Pradeep Kakker and the rush on JMR’s, Amit & Coke stories N. K. Rao and his soft-spoken parables...these and many more. We will also remember those who helped us in other ways, Dipakda who always was on your side in PGP, Sudebda who made sure you got your mosquito curtain and tablelamp, Ashokeda who withstood the lemming-like hordes at placement and a devoted band of people who typed our projects — from scraps of paper with illegible writing or from massive tomes from the library right on the day of submissions.
And for the lotos-eaters: Joka was really the island of Circe; the boats and
the lakes, bull-sessions on the balconies, the walks to Birla Temple and Model Village in
such lovely company, waiting for nTH round of 'Cha' at the Dhabhas etc. We were a
nocturnal people—completing projects, playing Rounders, listening to the MoodyBlues,
writing JJ, waiting for a set of tennis' at 3 AM., GBM's, Master Pasts, 'Coming & Goings,
Rehearsals, Election Campaigns and Soap Boxes, 'American Pic' sessions on Pixie and
Dixie—a host of memories.

And now we leave, with much reluctance, echoing earlier batches' assertion
that PGP should be a 3 year program, that we did like the Mess Grub, that we'd defin telly
return—at least for fresher's tites & farewell Parties, and a promise that we'd all get together
here again, sometime.

May this Yearbook help us remember each other and the joys we have shared.
It was, indeed, the best of times.

This Yearbook is dedicated to the memory of the late M. D., our canine friend
philosopher and guide, who showed us that life looks so much better, lying on your back,
paws in the air and tail wagging madly.
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Calcutta, July, 78. The 13th Batch
Geeta was noted for a trait which few in IIMC & none in L wing shared—calm, collected & unhurried, she characterised tranquility. Lover of classical music and talented instrumentalist with a definite bias to Mozart. The sight of Gad walking down for breakfast usually looked like a solemn procession of fifty.

GEETA ARULDAS
9. 9. 56
B. A. (Eco)
Madras U.

C/o Mr. D. S. Aruldas
7, Godfrey Mansions
Calcutta 700043.
Ever smiling Barry will be remembered long for several reasons, the major ones among them being his inveterate clowning and a belated albeit sincere interest in western classical music especially the piano concerto. Gruffly affectionate, Barin was an absolute smasher with the ladies — have you seen his dancing shoes? The tubemakers had better lock up their daughters.

BARIN DAS
5.6.50
(Metallurgy)
B. Tech. Hons.
IIT Kgp
Some people claim to have actually seen him on campus during the last few months. Before that, however, he could be sighted more frequently, though not in class, for we had long since given up trying to rouse him under increasing threats from H2-2 residents. A budding flute player—till Sant, who lived just opposite, impounded the offending instrument, Jutta capped his stay by getting married before leaving Joka.

JUTTA BALARAM SWAMY
15. 9. 54
B. Tech. Hons. (Elec)
IITKgp

Hindustan Machine Tools Ltd.
36, Cunningham Road
Bangalore 560031

1/2, Ranglal Street
Kidderpore
Calcutta 700027
Our campus Philosopher adopted a cynical attitude to most things in life while smoking a pipe in his room (never outside). With one important exception—Basav's predilections for members of the fair sex aged below 16 or over 35 were somehow worked into his contingency approach to life, management, and of course, love.

SETTIHALLI
BASAVARAJ
15. 10. 52
B. Tech. (Mech)
IITK
Basav & Suchi
Those who were disarmed by VB's babylike face were soon made the targets of his impish sense of humour. One learned to recognize the frequent unholy glint which came to his eyes as the fore-runner of yet another scheme to increase disorder in the campus. Used his knowledge of Jazz, SF, weaponry & World wars effectively in several quizzes. JJ becomes defunct now without its Ed-in-chief.

VIVEK ANAND BASRUR
8. 5. 56
B. Sc. (Phy, Math)
Bombay U.
When the 13th batch entered Jcka, there was nobody more scared of Maths and Stats than Durga. But familiarity bred contempt and Durga is now busy handling all kinds of statistical techniques in an MR job. The girl who wore the Sari the most gracefully, Durga was blessed with a fluent tongue, and she could tie you up in knots if you dared argue. But if you conceded her point, she was willing to do anything to keep you in her good books. She has probably made more trips to and from town during her stay than even the most regular staff member, in a variety of transport (Cars—the Director’s & Kedia’s, Institute Bus, Mo-bike-Sayan’s—you name it, she’s tried it).

DURGARANI BASU
8.10.54
B.A. Hons. (Eng)
Cal. U.
Official Maintenance Man of the hostel Stereo System, Bhagwat was wont to lecture on the good and bad things in life at the drop of a soldering iron. Also a quiet Lake addict and late night TT Champ, Bhagwatji’s penchant for taking over the discussion in class proved a real boon to back-benchers and front-benchers alike—but then who could have the heart to contradict this enthusiast who often did your assignments, submitted your projects and provided the best “Wake-up” service in H2-3?

Suresh Jairam Bhagwat
18.9.51
B. Tech. (Elec)
IITB

Murphy India Ltd.
P. B. 301
Thana
Bombay 400620

9/2, New Municipal Quarters
Sewri
Bombay 400015
Med, as he was christened in those euphoric first-days by fellow Kgpites, claims to have done his Mechanical Engineering there. A conscientious worker when he got going, he briefly kept the hostel books till his first love (debating) claimed him. Though debating was his forte, tendentious argument disturbed him. A smiling homely lad on whom you could count when the chips were down except, of course, for sundry activities like brother Ked’s Hindi extravaganzas, where Bhanu’s directorial experience at Kgp couldn’t help establish a tradition in IIMC.

Medury
Bhanumurthy
25.9.55
B. Tech. Hons. (Mech)
IIT Kgp
TB's major aim in life was to become a Finance whiz inspite of (because of ?) not staying on campus for more than one night a week : except on those occasions when public demand made him take the stage to belt out those mournful, dirges that were such a hit in IIMC. The mainstay of our Indian Music team was wont to get into high financial discussions with his fellow singers—FERA and MRTP being the most common words. You always saw him, dressed to the nines, leaving the Hostel protesting he had a very important engagement in town. Was much in demand by fellow Kgp-ites for intros to spectacular girls.
Hari occupied his vantage point in H-4 top, but never revealed secrets about the comings and goings to L-wing even under duress. Inspite of hair-raising adventures on trains back to Karnal, our Agri-expert never lost his cool, except to comment on the infrequent appearance of Parathas in Mess and the apparent nutritional deficiencies of Southy food. Surprisingly the most mild mannered chap in the Hostel inspite of his own protests to the contrary.

HARI KISHAN BHOKLAY
4. 2. 55
B. Sc. Hons. (Agri)
Haryana Agri. U.

Balmer Lawrie & Co. Ltd.
Karnal Civil Lines

Vill & P.O. Kheri Naru
Dist & Teh. Karnal
The late-lamented Vaal-Paper had an Ed who preferred to be known as Cad rather than Heramba or Lakshminarayana. Cad's Cricket captaincy was marked by lengthy theoretical discussions but then you could get opinions on any sport or game from this sports fanatic who used this to advantage in quizzes, as the longest serving quizzard in IIMC. His other strength in Quizzes was Music for which he also had a personal weakness by attempting to sing. Insomniac-extra ordinary, he inculcated many a Jokan into the art of Dhaba-occupancy for which he holds the record. Cad's room was full of the weirdest books and to prove he had read them, he would talk on any subject under the sun, a tactic he used on the long walks (or rides ?) he took the unwary.

HERAMBA
LAKSHMINARAYAN
CADAMBI
17.11.51
B.A. (Eco)
Madras U.

Philips India Ltd.
Calcutta

62, Srinagar Colony
Madras 600015
What can you say about good old Chadhu? Except that his notes were used by all of us, that he was always available for a crash course or bull session, that he’s been the most sought-after tutor in recent years, that all of us were happy when he got the Glaxo Schol, that he was the kindest, gentlest soul in the hostel. Sunil deserted a C.A. Articleship for IIMC after his B. Com. 89 batchmates agree that it was the best thing that happened to us, especially since he took as many as eight non-credit courses a term.

SUNIL CHADHA
10.11.56
B. Com.
V. S. S. D. College
Kanpur

A. F. Ferguson & Co.
Express Towers

C/o Mr. Y. P. Chadha
Corona Shoe Stores
Himchat's patronage of the 5-star Dhaba led to the creation of a dish called the Him Chat, something we lesser mortals cannot aspire to. The Beard scared quite a few 14th Batchers and Hic's Health and Efficiency Club started a new cult on Campus. His knowledge of bars in Calcutta was legendary and nobody should miss the experience of a cab ride back to Joka with Himadri at 1 AM. Only when you got to know him well, you realized that there was a serious and mature Himadri who loved Chem. Engg. under that multifaceted exterior which was involved in Projections, Che, Majid, as well as being the head of Misinformation Bureau.

HIMADRI CHATTERJEE
4.4.52
B. Sc. (Chem Eng)
Punjab U.
Personnel whiz P. K. has got the highest grade in every personnel course without fail despite landing up on campus just five minutes before the exam. Most regular Sunday churchman in the annals of IIMC, P. K. is also a very good Mimic, especially of a Professor of Market Research & Advertising. Prabir with his elaborate hairstyle was a dead ringer for the early Biswajeet.

PRABIR KUMAR CHATTERJEE
28. 6. 52
B. Com. (Hons)
Cal. U.

The Calcutta Electric Supply Corpn. Ltd.
29B, Circus Row
Sayan's life, by his own admission, is an open book. This may, of course, be continued as an initiation to treat. Sayan also owns a sparkling red & chrome motorbike and directs plays. Any takers? Power supply at home guaranteed.

Sayan Chatterjee
21. 6. 51
B. Sc. (Phy)
Jadavpur U.

The Calcutta Electric Supply Corpn. Ltd.
"Victoria House"
Calcutta 700001

698/A, Block P
New Alipore
Calcutta-700053
Sitsu was rather unfortunately dubbed a soaked posterior by RJTC, but that didn’t prevent this intrepid B. S. man from making Chris Argyris the M. D. of James Beasely & Sons. Amateur Bridge, TT & Footer player (well, occasionally) the Ghai’ had strong views on Sambar and Idly’s and was the last person to be taken to Balaji’s. Wingmates protested when his OD Commitment vanished after a week but Ashok came back to earth and continued to involve poor old Chris in Taxation and Corporate Planning.

ASHOK KUMAR DAS
6.12.54
Agri Engg.
B. Tech Hons.
IIT Kap
A broad smile framed by preposterous moustache, gopal concealed his bong antecedents for quite a while. Renamed Tune, he became our Footer cap and could run circles under all those hulking forwards. Very expressive in his adopted mother tongue. Tune was also a painter, a Chink-shoe hawker, door converter, mo-bike mechanic (anonymous) SOB’s saviour and champ on the parallel bars which later became Ned’s stage. Overcame a Botanical background to become the psyching expert.

TUHIN KUMAR DAS
22. 1. 55
B. Sc. (Bot)
Madras U

377/B, East Ganguly Bagan,
Molly Row P. O.
Always difficult to be missed out even in crowd like IIMC, Dasu created history with the now-famous “Lake” episode. The sweetest guy in terms of providing coffee late at night especially to L-wing inmates, and a very helpful MR tutor, he also became Gadi’s successor as animal Lover, creating a den for kittens, and feeding them from his elaborate kitchen. Known to have shut up many a Marketing Professor by his long winded questions, Dasu rigorously followed a physical fitness program, with jogs in the A.M., footer in the evenings and Boating in everwidening circles on the lake. Claimed to have succeeded in reducing his paunch, but we knew otherwise.

CHANDRANIL DASGUPTA
10. 2. 49
B. Sc. Hons (Phy)
IITKgp

Lipton (India) Ltd.
Madras

A. K. Dasgupta Regd.
C/o. W. G. CDR.
B 15/20, Lake Terrace
Madras
Dasu/Ruma & Friend!
B. S. Guru on Campus, Partho was the leading socialization expert on campus. This quizzard of all-India fame suddenly became an In-Maniac overnight. But that didn’t stop his other interests—Music—he was no mean singer himself & FERA and other assorted financial wheeling-dealings.

P-dot was probably the only Bong who didn’t drink tea and contributed to Mihir’s up keep with the countless number of coffees he ordered at the Dhaba. Although it is said that he beamed with the self-satisfaction of a pilgrim returning from Mecca, after his OD-lab, what immediately struck you when you met him were the outfits of startling hues & shades and the most famous of them all (green gogs, red turtleneck, black jacket etc) earned him the name of Boss at KGP.

PARTHO DATTA
15. 9. 52
B. Tech. Hons. (Chem)
IITKgp
Our own Beau Brumell, he had nary a wrinkle in his shirt, nor a whisker out of place. A ready grin and unfailing good humour made him a very likeable person. Definitely one of the ‘Nice Guys’. Was used by Cad to doctor the pitch, with his soil fundas.

M. DHIVAGARAN
3.12.52
B.Sc. (Agri)
U. of Agri. Sc., B’love

597, II Stage.
Indira Nagar
Bangalore 560038
Gopi continues the tradition of people adapting to new environments better than native ones - this Keralite from Udaipur was fond of Hindi movies & songs. Gopi often took to the Baddie & Volleyball courts but went through IIMC with characteristic nonchalance, surveying the hoi-polloi from behind his tinted glasses. Often seen disappearing to town with his sling-bag which seemed to be full both when he left and when he returned.

ANIL GOPINATH
21.9.52
B. E. Hons. (Mech)
BITS Pilani
The ‘Muni’ of the wing and the Library rep of the Institute, was an unfailing, ever reliable source for notes, hand-outs and most important of all, the night-before crash-courses. One wonders why such a Sweet-Tempered man had a name like ‘Durwas’. Could never refuse a thing to anybody, inspite of the “Nahin re’s” he peppered his conversations with.

PRADEEP K. DURWAS
12. 7. 52
B.E. Hons. (Chem)
BITS Pliani
Remember the sahib with pipe in mouth trailing behind 80B trying to look as though walking the dog was an occupation fit for the gods? Gand came to Campus a legend, he left it a super-legend. Our Baddie Captain’s feats on the court were as famous as his Balaji outings (they closed early on Thursdays fearing his onslaught). He also had a predilection for creating accidents, on the Basket ball court, but his major contribution was that of being Manager, Mis-Information systems for a certain publication which attained notoriety. Gand created a furore on Campus when he produced god and his bevy of beauties.

GANAPATHY SUBRAMANIAM
5. 7. 55
B. Tech. (Elec)
IITM

14, Shital Baug
163, Garodia Nagar
Ghatkopar (East)
A wornout bearing at high speeds—that is what Axel’s laughter reminds you of. It isn’t too tough to get him to laugh, neither is it tough to like him. From Kakkas of Kadambanad to the computers of Nasa, Alex considers himself an expert on most things, and it matters little whether the others agree or not. Systematic and speedy in his work he is an ideal companion both for work and leisure.

ALEX P. GEORGE
22.1.55
B. Tech. (Chem)
IITM

Paharpur Cooling Towers
1B, Judges Court Road,
Calcutta-700027

C/o. Maj. T. M. George (Retd)
“Nilayam”
Kadambanad P.O.
KERALA 691562

Pat. No.
Blessed with a mercurial temperament, Debu was one of the compulsive day-scholars in the batch who was wont to rush into your room screaming for a submission that never was! A warm-hearted and helpful soul, his antics (both on and off the football field) kept many amused.

DEBDUTTA GHOSH
17. 1. 54
B. Tech. Hons
IITkgp
Bridge and footer freak (it runs in the family) Suro’s stentorian voice rang down the corridors either discussing a No-trump hand, Mohun Bagan’s latest team changes or his Auditing special paper. One of the earliest people of Campus with notions of becoming a Finance Director (he’s taken more Finance courses than the Institute offered), he set a new trend by becoming Founder-President of the Corona Club (not to be confused with Precision or Artificial). Lately has taken to saying “As I was saying at the Materials Management Convention……”, Suro has been one of the toughest goalies XL, IIMA & B have seen in recent years.

SURAJIT GOSWAMI
3.1.55
B. Tech. Hons (Mech)
IITKgp

C. E. S. C.
Victoria House
Calcutta-700091

62. Jodhpur Park,
Calcutta-700068
Phone: 195049
Scene: The Library, Billowing clouds of smoke in the Journal Section. Something on fire? No. Just the dashing debonair guha enjoying a cigar, taking a respite from Con. B., reading and term-paper. With a personality that got you Full-wave and a precise slipped diction, this guy would have done the English stage a world of good.

SUBHASHISH GUHA
17. 9. 53
B. Com. Hons.
Cal. U

Shaw Wallace & Co., Ltd.
4. Bankhall St.

207. Jodhpur Park
Calcutta-700068
Gundax’ reading habits were the despair of his wingmates RD Laing, Marcuse, Myrdal and an occasional Doubavry. This pint-size phenomenon of the footer field was normally seen only at civilized times- 12 Noon to 2 PM & 6-30 PM to 1 AM. Possibly a hangover from the times an Apparition inhabited his room and his Co-op account, Shanx had a ready stock of ridiculous repartees and a varied stock of T-shirts of educational institutions from all over India.

SHANKAR GUNDU
16. 8. 53
B. E.
IISc, B’lore

Bharat Electronics Ltd.,
Jalahalli,
Bangalore 560013

2938, IV, Cross Road,
Vontikuppal,
Mysore 570002
Jadu’s forte was debates, they came and went in ‘cycles’ with his enthusiasm. One of the founder Members of the ‘Good Afternoon’ Club, Jadu claims to have seen the inside of L1 only twice—for Simon Lobo debates. When he wasn’t sleeping, he could be seen having his say on a variety of subjects from Delhi to his need to retire at the age of 25. Rajaram’s pet hate was sports although occasionally he was known to haunt TT Tables. He also hid his singing talents under a bushel except for a couple of renditions of “Sandman” in honour of Sant. Had the disconcerting habit of shaking your hand at odd hours.

RAJARAM
JAWANTEESWARA
IYER
6. 9. 54
B. Tech. Hons (Chem)
IITkgp
JC has been the main reason for the existence of 'C' Jokes on Campus, have you heard the one about 12C? Easy going Jayaram took his games secretaryship with elan and concentrated on his Eco courses. He carried on the great tradition of the Flash Club in H3-3 The high spot in his life occurred when he found a burglar in his room-under the combined assault of hockey sticks and mosquito curtain rods, the burglar metamorphosed into a bed roll.

JAYARAM C.
18. 4. 56
B. A. (Eco)
Madras U

Industrial Credit & Investment Corporation of India Ltd
163, Backbay Reclamation, Bombay

C/o. Dr. K. Madhavan Kutty
Principal
Medical College
Trivandrum 695001
"I am utterly bored" was the familiar lament emanating from the mound of fat burrowed in the bed clothes. Known for occasionally working on the sky he took on the arduous task of trekking 50 km to lose weight and the responsibility for educating Goat on the aesthetics of Eliot. A Large part of the Pharmaceutical Industry's sale can be traced to him. Scared his wingmates by declaiming Auden and Rilke in the bogs, incense-stick in hand to ward off Mosquitos.

HARSHAD JOSHI
9. 7. 56
B.A. (Eng Lit)
Bombay U

Shaw Wallace & Co. Ltd.
Ballard Estate
Bombay 400038

61, Summer Ville
Rewa Palace Compound
Bhulabhai Desai Road
The Super Duper Chem-Engineer from IITD, Cooper can never cease to smile, gesture or slap your back. Generally, the best & least dressed man on campus, he was the harbinger of happiness and gaiety, which possibly made him the most likeable and popular person of the batch. According to the top MR man in the country—‘Marketing runs in Rajiv’s blood’—the makers of Vicks are sure to endorse this viewpoint.

RAJIV KAPOOR
11. 6. 54
B. Tech. (Chem)
IITD
Karo skillfully dropped his name of Big-Daddy at IITK by working one year enroute to IIMC, but he still remained a Daddy to all of us by being very patient with all of us during our Placement. Efficiently dividing his time between the other side of the lake and his own projects, Karo was always available if you had any sort of problem. He probably was the quietest bridge player on Campus, surrounded as he was by all those bridge fanatics.

Dhananjay Devdas Karopady
3.11.52
B. Tech. (Elec)
IITK

"Godrej Bhavan"
Charanjiit Rai Marg

247/A Telang Road
Behind Ruia College
Matunga
A hearty prolonged handshake, a million dollar shawl, safari suits in hues to give wild animals the D. T.'s, cars to match his safari suits, Pan-Bahar largess to his visitors, the Maths Club, Bridge Tournaments, Hindi-Play bull-Sessions, daredevil rides to Balwants' for tea and Balaji's for dinner, who can forget Kedia-Saab easily? This large large-hearted computer-whiz couldn't resist renaming all the people he met on the way to the dhaba for those special Kedia-Saab special chais. Wharton School, beware.

PRADEEP KUMAR KEDIA
9.5.53
B. Sc.
Cal. U.

Dept. of Decision Sciences
Wharton School
University of Pennsylvania
Philadelphia

21/2, Jatindra Mohan Avenue
Calcutta 700006
Phone: 558295
There isn’t really too much to write about Gour. He topped the batch, was the first person to be placed but Sloan School wants him. Hope he returns to our shores armed with a Ph. D. in Planning & Control systems. In his later days on Campus, a new facet of Gour’s personality suddenly burst into the open—that of a loving good samaritan.

P. KRISHNA GOUR
17. 7. 54
M.Sc. (Tech) Electronics
Andhra U
A prominent member of the Jokan Intelligence Bureau and a seasoned raconteur of very intricate jokes and stories, Khaddu’s sensitive nose was the nemesis of all exclusive parties. Known to have been long listed fairly early by the stewards of RJTC, Uday took up the role of the hiker and is supposed to have prevented all sorts of mayhem (after instigating the same) on the hills. Was one of the few who dared to chuck cats into the lake.

UDAY KUMAR
14. 5. 49
B. Tech. (Mech)
IITK
Julu never liked it being publicized but she was probably the best dancer in IIMC as scores of XL people would testify. Known to have stumped Bappa by redefining his version of freudian psychology. He managed to unite the world of Tata Sons & AFF, by leading to light an enant poet turned Banker. Also, famous for the new game, “How much is the good word?"
The diversity in his choice of courses was reflected in his wide range of job applications—from consultancy to catering. But of course Malla knew where he was headed all along—or so he claimed. Appropriately enough, the quarter master general’s son always had a supply of canned fruit and fables from his stephanian days, not to mention existentialists literature. Probably the only guy to charm prof. Chandra but then Eco. was “Bread and Guns” for this Jeans-clad Ecotheorist.

KAMAL MALHOTRA
4. 8. 56
B.A. (Eco)
Delhi U
The Campus Ian Anderson without a flute, PV acquired an instrument on a trek to the "heels". Another member of the very late 'Good Afternoon Club', PV was the bane of Co-op Secys, waking them up at 3 AM for Krak-jacks & Crunchies. Asset to all IIMC teams for his whistles, horse-laffs and (in 1st year) bull-frog croaks. Set up shop as Campus Barber and is credited as having created a lot of change in personalities. Although a Palghat krishna, PV's conversations in Tamil were excruciating to the purist. Claim to have attended classes inspite of his busy schedule of sleep and more sleep. Has attended the first 10 minutes of all crash courses on Campus.

P. V. KRISHNA
15. 8. 53
B. Tech. (Elec)
IITB

Jyoti Ltd.
Bombay

17, Lavanya
R. B. Mehta Road
Ghatkoper (East)
Bombay-400077
The most energetic hiker IIMC has ever known, Master Shantoo was daunted only by the “Comings and Goings” to Park Street bolstered by the fact of being a distant cousin of Mantovani and Modighani, Juggy’s attempts at entering show biz (the only kid in diapers to model for cheroots) suffered a setback with the prior claims made on him by ICICI. A mild maniac and one-time tennis freak.

JAGDISH DAYAL MALKANI
20.11.56
B. A. (Eco)
Bombay U

I. C. I. C. I. Ltd.
163, Backbay Reclamation
Bombay 20

2nd Floor
Collet House
Oliver Road
Colaba
Bombay 5
Phone: 211978
Bookie Brat is supposed to have used Mohoni’s formulae and catchy posters but his luck turned to be not as good. Bratski’s Co-op duties were always punctuated by his ordering 50 more of these small peppermints he used to dishout to all and sundry. Is said to have completed all his group projects inspite of group-mates disappearing at his approach. His multi-size shirts were also much in demand.

R. BHARATH
3. 11. 56
B. Sc. Hons. (Phy)
Delhi U

C/o Mr. T. T. Jaganathan
966, Defence Colony
H. A. L. II Stage
Indira Nagar
Tuli was the original Marketing Man; he started out with a purpose and achieved it. Glaxo Scholar, Honour Roll Student, he has many academic plaudits to his credit. His pauny sense of humour enlivened many a dull bull sessions on campus. Much in demand for Maths, Stats, Eco, OR, Marketing Crash courses, we shall always be grateful to Tuli for reminding as of the importance of the smaller things in life.

ATUL MATHUR
5.8.55
B. Tech. (Mech)
IITK

Godrej Soaps (P) Ltd.
Eastern Express Highway
Vikhroli

C/o Mr. A. V. Mathur
District. Judge
Nalni Tal
Mhow, MP
“Maudgavilian Tact,” a phrase coined after his name to indicate total absence of tact, is his hallmark. Don’t get taken by the rough exterior and forthrightness of his talk; maud is soft as cream pudding at heart and an easy fiction of sub stories. An enthusiastic worker if he sets his mind on something, he went gaga over boating (interalia) doesn’t like to be called Sashi except by girls, and certain very special ones at that. Leave behind “Castor and Pollux” to aid IPR affairs on Campus.

SHASHI KANT MAUDGAL
1. 2. 54
B. Tech (Chem)
IITD

8 Golf Links
Pali Hills
One of the most transient residents of Campus. Rupe created a lot of tension in the PGP office in 5th term when she changed her surname. Rupa has really done us proud — we will all be uncles/aunts soon. Arguably the most vibrant personality of the batch, certainly the one most full of joie de vivre. Probably the only person in all 13 batches to Major in MIS & Personnel.

MRS. RUPA MAHANTY
(MUKHERJEE)
18. 1. 56
B. Sc. (Stat & Eco)
Bombay U

Parbati House
4, Inner Circle Road
Jamshedpur 831001
Phone : 3415
Made up of a heavy southie accent, a tummy (which he disclaimed vehemently) and a perpetual grin, Nagalingam S. C. Bose was as well known in the hostel as his namesake is outside (?) He could be very disconcerting at times, as a certain unsuspecting law professor suddenly confronted with Sec. 62 (A) will testify. Needless to say, Bose was tremendous fun.

N. SUBASH CH. BOSE
8. 1. 47
B. E. (Elec)
Mdu. U

Jyoti Ltd.,
217 B, Dindigul Road
CHENNAI 600016
‘Nanga’ as he was better known, was a constant source of amusement to people around him with his light-hearted manner and his pranks. Two novels a day (quality no bar) apart, he was, perhaps, the most efficient treasurer students’ council has ever had.
Nandi was the original mobile man. If you saw him on Campus at all, it was either tinkering with his scooter before leaving or after returning or carefully negotiating the turn in front of Mess (once, the inevitable happened). Debby was also supposed to be one of those who introduced a lot of colour on campus in the 2nd year. Another one of the people who refused to change rooms and floors just because it was the fashion to do so.

DEBJYOTI NANDI
1. 10. 52
B. Sc. (Chem)
Cal. U

Andrew Yule & Co.
148AB, European Colony
P.O. Mughal Sarai
A passion for collecting led him to acquire the biggest collection of papers, handouts furniture and a zany assortment of nicknames from the 14th batch. The President’s busy official schedule and his record of having handled the highest number of management books perhaps helped in creating his record for his summer project also. His ease in getting on with people and his organisational ability is going to take him places, initially Saharanpur, Monghyr, Kidderpore, Chirala and Anapali.
Ned’s idea of corporate planning was to stand for cultural secretaryship so that he could buy lots of cement to build Ned’s stage, and mention it on the ACC form. Is reputed for a Joseph’s coat which dazzled passers by. Also involved in the Theatre (another instance of corporate planning). Ned’s case analysis were always looked forward to by the rest of us.

Associated Cement Co.
Bombay
17, Hill Park
Powai Road
Malabar Mill
Bombay 400006

PRAKASH NEDUNGADI
27.9.56
B. A. (Eco)
Bombay U
Palani is the man who could drive everyone out of the Common room by playing "I will sing for you" or "Kokoroko" at any time of the day. Insisted on playing TT with a cigarette in hand. Palani was a typical Jokan in many ways, not the least in his library work, on which he spent many a sleepy afternoon taking all sorts of notes. Rupa and Anju claim that Palani is essential on an external project to break down barriers.

M. PALANISWAMY
30. 9. 54
B. B. A.
Madurai U

Computer Maintenance Corporation
Camac Street
Calcutta 16

Muthukudi
S. Venganallur PO
Rajapalayam tk.
Ramnad dt.
Tamil Nadu 626142
Brilliant metallurgist from IITK, honour roll at IIMC, Patker is a very efficient time manager. Between 6th term end and convocation, when the rest of Jokan's were "Goofing Off" Patker got married and proved his knowledge of the Jokan's mentality by not bringing his bride along to the convocation on a flimsy pretext of her having exams. Will be managing materials for Godsoaps.

VINAY RAMACHANDRA PATKER
3. 6. 53
B. Tech. (Metallurgy)
IITK

Godrej Soaps Pvt. Ltd.
Eastern Express Highway
Vikhroli
Bombay 400079

3/4 Mavalankan Nagar
Dutta Mandir Road
Malad (East)
Bombay 400064
Lola has a lot of bounce in her feet, brains in her head & ambition in her heart. Instead of playing Cricket like a good girl, Lola will be consulting for A.F.F. But the genetic code cannot be all that wrong. Lola does have a good command over spin and packs a cleverly disguised googly.

**LALITHA D. PHADKAR**
22. 12. 55
B. A. (Eco)
Bombay U

A. F. Ferguson & Co.
Express Towers
Nariman point
Bombay 1

610, O Block
New Alipore,
Calcutta 700053
Phone : 4529376
Potty’s USP was that he’d got his suit stitched in Darjeeling and hence his was the real Winter suit. He changed with hirsuite dimensions with regular frequency, from a full beard to a Zapata mush to no mush at all! Raconteur of Chinese parables and proverbs to fit any situation. Our volley ball captain tried manfully to get his team to play efficient volley-ball rather than effective volleyball.

SHIRISH CHINTAMANI POTNIS
28. 4. 54
B. Tech (Chem)
IITB
Madkat according to his friends was both mad and real 'Cat'. Started IIMC with his variegated athletic gear till an unfortunate accident on the shuttle court put an end to a promising gamesman. Consequently Madkat developed a beer belly during Summers which was the envy of the batch. Master of ceremonies for various auspicious occasions, he also initiated a lot of 14th batchers into the routine of H4-top. Claimed to know the routes to the Model villages and other walking-spots in and around campus.

V. J. PRAKASH
MADATHILKAT
24. 4. 49
B. E. (Mech)
Madras U

Production Executive
Poysha Industrial Co.
Edapally
Cochin, Kerala

Parvathiswaram
North Parur
Kerala 683513
It is very difficult to encompass a genuine personality like Pratap into a few lines — his competent wicket keeping, his graceful returns of serve, his dogged shuttle game, his account at the co-op, his murderous forehand smashes, his coffee-trips to Mihir—the list could go on and on. Pratap had the ability to think things through and the courage of his convictions to emerge as the most level headed and farsighted person on Campus. At heart a warm-hearted guy, he was willing to listen to your problems and sort them out. His OD lab trainer thought he had the potential to become a facilitator himself but Pratap seems to prefer the cup that cheers. Lately, he seems to have been blessed with a lot of imagination.

Lipton (India) Ltd.,
Madras

17, IIInd Main Road
Raja Annamalaipuram
Madras 600028

T. N. PRATAP
21. 12. 53
B. Pharm
BITS Pilani
A man of many dimensions (figuratively and literally), Rags underwent several transformations during his Joka days. Starting off with those long affairs, enroute he took to claims & ended up with a heart of gold. Troubador of many a merry night, Rags’ repertoire ranged from the 1940’s to the early 70’s (he didn’t much care for contemporaneous shift), from Tchaikovsky to The Beatles. Also had a fling at the drama (composer, director, producer), O. D. and managing the projects/term papers of his errant group-mates. At all times a ‘propah’ gent, his mock-BBC accent will surely be tested in the downs of Norfolk.

RAGHAVAN RANGACHARI
30. 4. 56
B. A. (Eco)
Madras U

Mann Egerton Furniture Ltd,
Keeopenhagen Road,

5-B, Pantheon Apartments
Pantheon Road
Madras 600008
Val drove his wing mates round the bend with his incessant "Baarin how're you faarin?" but changed to birdcalls later on. Leading light of the Joka stage, Val's 'Morning Star' still resounds in the corridors. Our PGP Rep always wore a hassled expression on his face, but he was the best-dressed guy on Campus. Reportedly haunts Malayalee Associations in town proclaiming himself to be the most eligible catch in recent years. Val is the most chivalrous person.—IIMC girls have known in a long time, as a very pretty alumna was reported to have noted.

RAJARAM VELIATH
30. 4. 57
B. Tech. Hons. (Aero)
IIT Kgp

Indian Tube Co. Ltd.
41, Chowringhee

Rajshree,
Thirumala, Trivandrum 695006
The chubby cheeked photographer of the Campus, Suku turned the photoclub around and made it a centre of much activity. One of the keen trekkers of the batch, he even offered to make Varanasi the base camp before getting into the hills. A doors’ fan, he helped convert H 4-2 into an external loudspeaker of the Hostel system. Cheerfully acknowledges that he was a “Prune” Paapan, and even tried to arrange a mass-thread changing ceremony that fell through due to the impure ones. Frequently seen at Balaji’s on Thursday evenings.

SUKUMAR RAMACHANDRAN
13. 4. 55
B. Tech. (Chem)
IITB

Asian Paints Ltd.
Bombay

B5/36, M. I. G. Colony
Bandara East
Bandara 500571
Ramu came to IIMC with a reputation for being a great cook—but he never demonstrated his talents except during hols., when he converted Mihir’s Dhaka into an Udipi Hotel. Known for his outspoken views on a number of things, Ramu would engage you in a discussion about the more serious things in life. But under all that, he was one who enjoyed the pleasures of life. A diligent worker, he is reported to have got some work out of Juggy and Ashok, his partners in S, A, D, Project—something no one else in the batch could have done.

V. RAMACHANDRAN
18, 8, 53
B. Tech. (Elec)
IITM

Bharat Heavy Electricals Ltd.
16th Floor
49-53, Kasturba Gandhi Marg
R. V. Nagar P. O.
Mangalore
Believer of the ‘Hurry Up and Die’ Philosophy, Cheenu will probably live as long as Methusaleh, at the rate he’s going now. He carved a niche for himself in IIMC — the first Common Room window. We believe that Cheenu forsook a CA hobby — JT Edson for sleep in Joka.

Purists claim that the way Cheenu strokes William is only slightly different from the way he strokes a Tennis or Cricket ball. This frail weakling has forgotten his first serve as there’s nobody in XL, IIMA, B or C to return them. Alleged Ma cavity of other people’s mail.
From the Gordon of IITM to the Flash Gordon of IIMC Basketball, this bearded gentleman moved with a zest that heralded a marketing man on the make. Always amiable (especially when touching you for a fag), Gordon probably was Nabendu’s successor in terms of providing a placement Information System. A topper, he used several management fundas in running the flash club (a.k.a. flash Gordon’s). Inspite of his bearded countenance, he was the leader of that hoariest of IIMC institutions, the TLF.

R. S.
RAMASUBRAMANIAN
28.1.54
B. Tech. (Civil)
IITM

Press Metal Corpn. Ltd.
14, LIC Bolony
Mumbai 400092
Long suffering tutor of Maths & Stats, Ranjit displayed a remarkable patience in dealing with non-quanti as well as quanti-background people and their questions. This topper has always been in two minds about his career, —Marketin: vs. IAS, that is. But his sweet nature and perseverance will carry him far in whichever field he chooses to go. Ranjit is a born leader, although he prefers to hide his talents under a bushel and be known as a simple chap—in reality, he was the one person most committed to Management and all it stood for.

N. Ranjit
14. 6. 54
B. Tech. (Elec)
IITM

Godrej Boyce Mfg. Co. (P) Ltd.
Godrej Bhavan
Charanjit Rai Marg, Fort
Bombay 40000

34-C Pantheon Road
Egmore
Madras 600008
It's a bird! It's a karate expert going for your eyes! It's Winston Churchill! No, it's only Bourny and his two fingers in quest of a Drag! From his early shirt as Hitler on fresher's nite, Bourny's been at most things with a vengeance—G. Sec. Coop Reviver, Pace Bowler (remember his hammer?) Basketball & Volleyball blue (lately footer too) Anna's successor on the bugle Bourny drove everybody to distraction with his tall talks & convoluted jokes. Inspite of a busy schedule of an engagement and other affairs in B'lore, this mech enggr. from IITM found the time to contribute to JJ, pluck the guitar along with Sant and sing windup and other tall numbers whenever it took his fancy. Naturally, he would up with the prize for the person who contributed the most on campus.

ASHOK B. RAO
8. 2. 53
B. Tech. (Mech)
IITM

Godrej Bhavan
Charanjit Rai Marg

16-5, Godrej Staff Quarters
Hillside West
Vikhroli Bombay 79
Mak, Macro, Meena, Mami—a variety of names to describe a basically warm, extrovert and funloving girl. Interior decorator for the meets Meena was also willing to help out in a 1001 organizational chores, as Steve should testify. As placement Rep, she has haled us out of bed direct into an interview room. She insisted on speaking in Tamil with a certain large gentleman. Meena is now committed to uniting the technocratic and the bureaucratic sides of the administrative service.

MEENA ARUR
KINNITHAYA RAO
13. 7. 55
B. Tech. (Electronics)
IITM

Bongaigaon Refinery & Petrochemical Ltd.
9th Floor, New Delhi House
27. Barakhamba Road
New Delhi 110001

C/o. Mr. A. B. Krishna Rao
Thimappa Krapa
Govt. School Road
Kadekoppalu
Udipi 577101
Sukhendu's long phone conversations were the envy of all of us who couldn't or didn't use the phone—he was probably the man with the best connections in town, which is surprising considering that he hardly spoke otherwise, but then that was understandable for the guy with the most accounting experience, who had also managed to put in some work on his ICWAI on the sly.

SUKHENDU RAY
26. 4. 51
B. Com
Cal. U

Bongaigaon Refinery
& Petrochemicals Ltd.
9th Floor
New Dolhi House
27, arakhamba Road
New Delhi 110001
The Story of Shaikh interrupting a tense carroms match by plonking down an empty seat, opening the game and saying “it’s your turn now” is really true, so don’t underestimate our Charles Bronson. Lost his nerve only once on a Train journey where he was saved by a quick-thinking Jokin who ascribed a wife and several kids to him. The most sleepy eyed on Campas—but then he had to be to escape in the onslaught of the TLF on the lone bastion in H3-3 of the so-called national language.

Razauddin A. Shaikh
2. 3. 53
B. Tech (Chem)
IITM
Seemingly quiet and shy, he was anything but, as people soon found out. He was a rabid T. T. fanatic and was the cause of much despair among other enthusiasts wanting an occasional game. An extremely sincere guy, he frequently drove his project group to tears.

ASHOK KRISHNARAO
SAMSI
18. 6. 53
B. Tech. Hons. (Mech)
IITKgp
Baby faced Ravi grew a moustache to get over the envious looks the girls gave him, but that didn’t hide the charm and innocence of this handsome guy. Compatriot of Vaman in the madhouse that was the Hostel Library, Ravi used his systems fundas to set up an indexing system for the books. An unpublicized musician, he plucked chords after much jestering. A very friendly chap, he had a habit of slapping you very hard on the back after firmly gripping you. Has probably bought the most number of sarees on campus.

RAVI SHANKARAN
10. 3. 54
B. E. Hons. (Elec)
BITS Pilani

Tata Consultancy Services
Air India Building
Nariman Point
Bombay 400021

C/o. Mr. H. S. Krishnamoorthy,
Sion East.
Bombay 400022
Father-confessor and guide to a large segment of Jokans. 
Sant was also the creator of a number of our anthems, 
ranging from Vanderbilt to 'Kokaroko' and that all time hit 
'Damah Maro Dum Dum' Sant had the best decorated 
room on Campus where you could listen to a choice 
selection from CSNY, America, Heep and other esoteric 
labels. Had this eerie habit of dis-appearing suddenly for 
several days and reappearing late at night which he added 
to, one day, by shaving off his beard. It wasn't too diffi-
cult to find out that behind those aviator glasses & beard 
was the one of the most serious, aware guys of the batch.
An Ace Quartermiler of National Repute Sarvesan takes things in his stride. Upon being asked in an interview what he thought of the frequent transfers which the job involved, he smiled benignly and said “In fact, I like it” (after a brief stint with soccer last year he took to Ping Pong where he uses his head a lot—but not the way you think) Sarvasan is endowed with a good sense of humour and a keen eye for things and is held in high esteem in International Espionage Circles.

THONIYOT CHATTA SARVESAN
1. 3. 53
B. Sc. (Eng) Elec & Com
Coll. of Eng. Triv
Zack's eyes twinkled behind his specs as he set out to demolish your arguments in ponderous tones. Apart from his debating prowess, Sashi was also an omnivorous quizzard, a glutton for the oldest names, places and things. His interest in Exports led him to an intensive study of Time and Newsweek for the most ridiculous aspect of Yank life. As anvil editor, he left the impact of his personality on IIMC carried on a running battle with his predominantly Bong wing on all matters of things Bong, especially food.

C. M. SASHI
18. 4. 55
B. Tech. Hons (Mech)
IITK

Godrej Bhavan
Charanjit Rai Marg
East Bombay 400001

9. Vasantanagar West
Bangalore 560052
Phone : 72260
Sekar achieved a sort of notoriety rather early on when he became Mess Sec. Probably the only computer freak who didn’t play bridge, Sekar was true to type when it came to chess, preferring long solitary games. He carried the cause of Tamil Nadu, teaching Tamil to Mihir and Samir and introducing Sambar more often on the menu. But his attempts at National integration through trying to speak Hindi were repulsed by the purists who took severe objections to the liberties he took in that tongue. Was one of the late-night frequenters of the Dhaba and the lounge (which explains the sounds of the Veena in the early hours of the morning).
His total stay of a dozen nights in the hostel certainly did not subtract from his comprehensive knowledge of management. (He would happily combine promotion of his poultry products with a honeymoon abroad) A well-developed personality with a keen perceptive mind and a good sense of humour, he was fond of the good things of life. We all wish him a happy married life.

ARUP RATAN SEN
4. 9. 52
B. Sc. Hons. (Phy)
Cal. U

2C. Dover Road
2005
Entrepreneur-extraordinary, Brother Cow went through Joka with total disregard for anything official. A fine photographer, he disappeared on long stouts in deserts, hills, valleys and beaches, from which he reemerged with loot to finance his next expedition. Always demanded on the day of submission of reports, that you include him in your project group. Cow had info on virtually anything dubious, and could procure it for you, at a price, of course.

KAUSHIK SEN
21. 2. 56
B. A. Hons. (Eco)
Delhi U
The last of the big-time romantics, Titsie liked to think of himself as the ultimate pragmatist (not withstanding the ‘Georgette Hayers’ you found on his shelves). This cultured Bengali introduced the craze for ‘poems’ and ‘plays’ with his Drama Workshop (famous for its impromptu Theatre) and literary discussions on the works of Denise Levertov. A brilliant debator and a dedicated marketing Cat, Von Thyssen’s youthful dreams have come true—he will be, quite literally, selling soap.

TRIDIB SEN
13. 11. 54
B. Tech. (Mech)
IITK
Basket-Ball captain and ace-spiker of volley ball team, Seetha did well in all games (mangame not excluded). He was also the wing-expert on stock exchanges, new issues and related matters. Regular in class attendance, he was worth his weight in gold (11 carat) to all of us.

CHILLAGULLIHALLAN
RAJARAM SEETHARAM
17. 10. 54
B. Tech. (Chem)
IITB

Indian Aluminium Co. Ltd.

C/o Mr. C. R. Purnapragna
‘Harikrupa’
Ramamandira Road
P.O. Tiptur
Dist. Tumkur
Karnataka 572201
Even persistent efforts by Dalhousie officials in calling him U. Chenoi did not faze this fine quizzard and sports fan. Vaman rebuilt the Hostel library and gave it a new facet, the ever-expanding SF section. BBC reportedly has set aside a special programme in honour of this sole searcher among the radio-waves in Joka, though wingmates say that Vaman was more satisfied by static than by clear reception. He was the guy who told you about the Bee Gees latest hit, gave you the Honourable Schoolboy before it was accessed into the Lib., and was always willing to help you out in any way possible.

VAMAN K. SHENOY
27. 3. 55
B. Tech (Chem)
IITM

India Pistons Ltd. 177-A Karanagalpady I Cross
Known for spending hours at his desk in a pose reminiscent of “the thinker”, he developed techniques to determine optional loads for trekkers and systematized procedures for lending out his bike. His ready wit and his mild temper (or is it the other way round........I forget!) endeared him to the populace as evinced by ten quick gateways from mobs.

ALOKE CHANDRA
SITARAM
6. 9. 53
B. A. (Hist)
Delhi U

Brooke Bond India Ltd.
Gauhati

19, A. B. Mathura Road
New Delhi 110001
Phone: 321970
It is not considered a done thing for mere mortals to question the grand scheme of rod but one wonders about pattern of the scheme which makes a gifted musician, graduate of the leading technological institution in the country obtain employment with a MNC which markets the rub for odds. But we may see his name on the billboards as a music director cum singer of course. Dadhi has only one flaw in anotherwisegolden soul — he just doesn’t know how to make enemies.

S. SRIKANT
11. 9. 54
B. Tech (Mech)
IITM
Cheenu B was not one of the usual type of toppers interested only in academics, he contributed to campus life in every way possible. A keen Volley ball player, a competent and quiet Mess Rep (one who’d listen seriously to your cribbing and do something about it), a very aware and serious Council Member, Cheenu was willing to lend his typing skills at odd hours of the day or night. Promptly renamed by a campus spooner as Binu Chee after a trip to IIMA, he was one of the quiet persons who made their presence felt on Campus.

B. SRINIVASAN
24. 6. 53
B. Tech (Chem)
Madras U

HMT Lamps Ltd.
Bangalore

69, West Avanimoola St.
Madurai 625001
Sane was the connoisseur par excellence of Surd Dhaba fare, often disappearing for discussions on Hardware/Software, Bridge and other otherworldly subjects. Inhabiter of the DPC more than his own room, Sane claims to have remade the MICRO 2200 into a better machine. He had to cope with a variety of bridge partners, but could always make time for a Bridge tourney, either in the Mess or in Kedia's place. Sane was one of the most natural persons Joka has seen, inspite of his dislike for the frequent mispronunciation of his name.

SURESHT S. SANE
23.11.53
B. Tech. (Elec)
IITB
Taluk was the anti-thesis of everything H2-2 stood for: he never boasted, never raised his voice, never sang or recited poetry in the bogs, never kept neighbours awake with late night sessions. We hope we didn’t give him the ulcer he had to struggle with during his stay here, inspite of which he was the most cheerful of the lot whose shy early morning greeting really perked up your day.

ASHIM KUMAR
TALUKDER
3. 1. 56
B. Sc. Hons (Chem)
Cal U
Sud’s TT Style made him the tenor of all those looking for a game, where he could outbeat you at your own game. Sported a beard in defiance of usual KGP norms, which with his Panama cap made him a UFO (natural for an Aeroman) on his forays to class. Unruffled by the commotions in the Common Room, he would listen to his eclectic mix of records ranging from Abba to Madhushala at any time of the day, inspite of fierce competition from buddy Palani.
On textile man had a weakness for a Kabir Bedi beard and beautiful handloom shirts, which everyone, much to his annoyance, thought belonged to Cheenu. His deep voice probably helped to keep many a Marketing project an ongoing venture. An occasional TT addict, Ajay was always willing to break off for a cup of tea and a long walk. Clad in his spotless white kurta-pyjama, Vats roamed through the Campus humming a Hindi song under his breath.

AJAY VATS
7. 12. 54
B. Tech. (Textile Chem)
IITD

Mouz & Spencer Ltd.
New Delhi

D-20, Pocket B
Block B
D. D. A. Flats
Janakpuri
Venkovsky very companionable, a hard trier, a good talker and an even better listener. Constantly on the lookout to enlarge his knowledge about the ways of this world, his ability to talk at length without giving you a clue as to what he is getting at is phenomenal. Venkybob operates according to a carefully laid out schedule, and judiciously mixes business with pleasure. Much air has passed from Vesky through his flute without creating much impression in music circles, but then even Herbie Mann didn't become a maestro overnight.

S. VENKATESH
BABU
16. 6. 55
B. Com
Madras II

Hindustan Machine Tools Ltd. (Watch Divn)
17, Tanjore Road
Madras 600017
Tall and lanky Venkatesh had a quiet air of authority about him as he went through Baddie, TT and academics with the impenetrable confidence of Rock of Gibraltar. Suddenly sprang a surprise on Jokans by acquiring a moustache, Venkatesh was one of those souls H-2-top swore by for info. on timetables, quizzes and exams as well as his impeccable alarm service which never woke up sleepers in adjoining rooms.

T. R. VENKATESH
17. 9. 56
B. Com.
Madras U

Blue Star Ltd.
7, Hare Street
Ghanta, 700001

Flat No. 7, Chitra
Navashrinagar Society
Bombay 400006
The resident Maharishi and part-time J. D., Vijayan has caused two minor crises of identity—ours in him when he shaved off his fuzz and then was shown on his locks—and several major crises, usually in collaboration with V the B. Instigator Y of many a heated temper, Vijayan was one of the master minds on Campus, pioneering JJ, and several other nocturnal ventures. He is also a soft-ware freak, and Management Accountant and a composer of bridge puzzles.Prefers to paddle a boat in back-home fashion.

R. V I J A Y A N
23. 7. 52
B. Tech. (Chem)
IITM
Until his despairing neighbours (and Subroto Sengupta) convinced him otherwise, Goat believed that soap was a consumer durable. Firmly convinced of the uselessness of control systems of any kind, he energetically ploughed him way through man AC and, presumably the Bank AM top brass. A brief fling at O. D. and dramatics not withstanding, Goat was voted the least tragic man on Campus.

GAUTAM VIR
19.1.56
B. A. Hons (Eco)
Calcutta U

Bank of America (N. T & S. A)
150B, Mount Road
Madras 600002

C/o. Mr. R. K. Vir
11, Godfrey Mansions
Railway Colony
Garden Reach
Calcutta 700043
One of the famous Wagh Warty duo and was to be found either in the mess office or away in Bombay or Bhubaneswar. Schol-holder (4th) and good at sports too, Volleyball & TT. Enthusiast Wagh was the ablest mess sec. this hostel mess ever had, although some portly gentlemen complained of mysterious loss of weight totally out of proportion with reduction in mess bill.
Second component of the celebrated duo, also Schoolholder (3rd) Warty, was known for his aversion to attend classes. He always was a ready source of up-to-date info, on movie theatres south of Taratola upto Amtala.

UMESH KRISHNA WARTY
2. 3. 54
B. Tech. (Mech)
IITB

Bharat Gears
2. B. Saraswati Baug
Jogeshwari
Bombay 400060